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             The President’s Post   
Hi all, 

Just back from the Yamba trip which was a great success and enjoyed by all. Plenty of stories 

are in the Newsletter following (plenty of others will be exchanged over a beer or glass of wine). 

Despite looking at gloomy skies that have dominated Sydney for the past week, it is the time of 

year for most of us to remove the boat cover and get the Whittley ready for another boating 

season. Off to the mechanic for boat and trailer checks and away we go for another bumper 

summer. 

Next month is the AGM at Akuna Bay. Details are attached and I urge as many of you who can 

to come along and participate. All committee positions are up for election so please consider if 

you have the interest and some spare time over the next year to help foster your Club. 

Nonetheless, put the date in your diary as it is a great party every year. 

Also, every year at the AGM, the incoming committee asks for suggestions and leaders for the 

various outings that form the basis of the Club’s Calendar of Events. If you could put some 

thought into any ideas or locations you would like to see discussed before the AGM it would be 

most helpful. Don’t forget we look for land based events as well, mainly through the winter 

months when a lot of Club members opt to not use their boats for insurance purposes. In 

addition, please bring to the table any thoughts, suggestions or criticisms that you believe may 

help the development of your Club when the Secretary opens the general forum in “general 

business” 

Hope to see you all at Akuna Bay!! 

Phil Sparks 

President 
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A WORD FROM OUR 

COMMODORE 

Hello Members, 

 

Well I can't believe it's been 12 months since our last AGM the time is just flown. 
Looking back over the past year the club has done some to terrific trips. The 
Whitsundays, the Queensland rally, Myall Lakes, Pittwater and many others. 
Many thanks to the trip leaders who contributed to making the these trips successful. 
Our club is as good as it is because of the contributions that people make. 
 
It might be extending a helping hand to a fellow club member, it can be giving a little of 
your time to serve on the committee, leading a trip, contributing an article to the 
newsletter, sharing snapshots that you've taken on trips, sharing your knowledge that 
you've gained in the years that you've been boating with fellow members. I know I have 
benefited a lot from the last point. 
 
Our long serving and popular President has indicated he is not available for the position 
this year, his will be large shoes to "phil" indeed. Being a committee member is not very 
time consuming and I have found it rewarding. Please consider volunteering at the 
AGM. 
 
At this time I would particularly ask of all members to give a few minutes to think about 
what trips you would like the club to promote in the following year.  
 
I would also ask that you consider putting your hand up to lead a trip. Trip leading is not 
particularly difficult. We have a handful of members who have led multiple trips and in 
fact lead the majority of them. I know they will be only too willing to mentor anybody who 
felt unsure about leading their first trip. 
 
Finally I would like to take the opportunity to thank the members for the opportunity to 
serve on the committee this last year. 
 
Happy Boating 

 
John Whittles 
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                                                        Don’t forget AGM 

 

CRUISE REPORT 

YAMBA October Long Weekend! 

Friday/Saturday  
 
Knot So Li’l finally left Sydney around lunchtime Friday to head north through the usual holiday 
traffic, and eventually arrived at ‘Whittley Base Camp’ at Brushgrove late in the evening. We 
had missed dinner at the Brushgrove Hotel and Happy Dayze (on their first event back with the 
NSW club) and Sparksea were already cozily tucked up along the wharf. Athena, Two Can 
Tango, Marie Christine (with Michael flying solo) and Kyrian had set up in the nearby park to 
await the dawn’s early light for a morning launch. After a quick drink in the park, everyone called 
it a night. 
 
Well after the dawn’s early light had come and gone, the ‘park people’ made their way around to 
the wharf later in the morning to start launch proceedings. After realising that they hadn’t in fact, 
installed an indoor swimming pool in their sleep, Alex and Angela discovered that Happy Dayze 
had taken on some water overnight. A cool early morning dip for Alex revealed a broken bung 
was providing little or no protection to a now flooded bilge. The idea that all Whittley hulls would 
take the same bung was quickly disproven until, in usual Whittley Club fashion, a spare 2800 
bung was produced by Roger which saved the day. 
 

 
With Sparksea leading the way, we headed down the Clarence River under sunny skies and 
warm temperatures till we met up with our very generous local tour guides - Greg and Jo Haines 
on Mojo - at the wharf at the Harwood ramp. Greek/German relations were tested when Alex 
almost lost an extremity in an unfortunate raft-up mishap, but all tensions dissolved as the 
clouds began to gather, and our traditional dockside drinks and nibbles station was set up for an 
afternoon of laughs and tall tales. As the forecasted storm bypassed us, we headed over to the 
Harwood Hotel for a delicious dinner. The stress and effort of getting out of Sydney overcame 
quite a few members who then opted for an early night.  
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Sunday 
 
On Sunday morning we awoke to our prime vantage point of the turning circle of the Bridge to 
Bridge Ski Race. Obviously the wharf was also a popular spot for the locals as a number of 
them came down to watch the race. They managed to hide their annoyance at their view being 
now obstructed by eight boats rafted up across the wharf and joined us as we watched and 
listened to the ski boats racing 
past flinging their skiers 
towards us as they turned.  
 
 
At the reopening of the river 
after the conclusion of the 
race, we headed off towards 
Yamba faithfully following our 
fearless leader Mojo. We 
cruised leisurely past cane 
fields, beautiful rural properties, a sugar mill and even caught a glimpse of Kay Cottee’s house. 
We were very grateful for the knowledge of our trusty tour guide as he skilfully manoeuvred the 
fleet through various depth hazards as we made our way through to the Yamba Shores Tavern. 
After all but one we’re safely tied up to the pontoon at the tavern, a mercy dash out on the 
inflatable by our local tour guide brought in a 
limping Whittley to its safe haven on the pontoon. 
After a quick trip to the co-op for some famous 
Yamba prawns, the afternoon was spent relaxing 
around the pontoon until dinner and the NRL 
Grand Final on the big screen in the tavern. 
              
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Monday 
 
On Monday morning, Michael availed himself of the Electrical Engineering service provided free 
on all Whittley outings which resulted in some clever rewiring to get Marie Christine’s engine 
again purring like a kitten. The fleet finally set off for a tour of the beautiful waters of Crystal Bay, 
where we cruised past Mojo’s home – complete with dutiful wife standing on the pontoon to 
wave us through – and a view of ‘The Block’ where our first couple have a vested interest next 
door to Mojo.  
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With a southerly building, we headed towards Iluka where it was hoped we could take refuge for 
the evening. When we arrived, the decision was made that the wind was too strong to 
guarantee a peaceful night so we turned back up the river and onwards to Maclean. 
 
The decision proved a good one as we enjoyed a quiet, peaceful night all tucked up on the 
Maclean wharf. This was made easier by a generous yachtsman who vacated the wharf to 
enable us all to be together for the evening. And the quiet part of the night came a little later 
after a communal dinner was enjoyed up at the renovated BBQ and picnic area above the 
pontoon. Dinner was accompanied with the obligatory dancing and singing with both Alex and 
Michael displaying dance moves which were not always PG rated! 
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Tuesday 
 
Early Tuesday morning Two Can Tango sadly left the fleet to make their way homewards with 
Kyrian following a little later. The Commodore’s departure did require a bit of a heart-starter, 
which may explain why he was seen with the Whittley Defibrillator firmly clutched in his grasp as 
he headed off bound for Sydney. The rest of the group decided it was time for a bit of exercise 
and we set off into town in search of a good cup of coffee and some retail therapy for those so 
inclined. While the retailing proved fruitless, we were certainly successful in our search for 
coffee when we followed local recommendations up the hill to Botero’s - a fabulous cafe that 
also roasts and grinds its own coffee. Everyone agreed it was the best coffee we’d had all trip 

and is highly recommended to anyone 
travelling through Maclean. There was 
some concern from a few members 
when we left however, due to an 
extremely large swarm of bees which 
had taken over the tree alongside our 
table. We waited a few extra minutes 
which showed that we were much 
more interested in the bees than they 
were in us. 
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After making our way back to the boats, on the turn of the tide, the fleet set off for Ulmarra. 
Once again, a boat leaving the pontoon at the Ulmarra hotel at the right moment, allowed the six 
remaining Whittleys in the group to raft up happily side by side. Our dockside socialising 
continued until we were greeted with a stunning sunset, following which we moved up to the 
hotel for dinner.  

 

After dinner some retired to their boats, while 
others felt the need for a few more drinks and time to explore the broad range of musical styles 
available on the First Lady’s iPhone - even if we only heard the first 5 bars of each one! There 
may have been some singing involved - so apologies to those trying to get some sleep. 
 
 
Wednesday 
 

We awoke to another glorious morning on the 
Clarence as the various crew members 
emerged from their slumbers below deck. The 
search for a good coffee continued (see a 
pattern here??) when it was discovered that 
the coffee machine at the hotel was out of 
order. Not to be outdone in our quest, we set 
off to scour the streets of Ulmarra for another 
source of caffeine. Ulmarra isn’t a very big 
place, so the scouring didn’t take very long. 
After grabbing coffees from a coffee van, we 
wandered through a couple of stores selling 
local wares before heading back to the jetty. 
The group thanked our volunteer tour guide, 

Greg Haines, for donating his time and expertise to ensure we had a safe and enjoyable trip 
taking full advantage of all available amenities. We assume he will share our gift with his wife, 
the lovely Jo (who had left us a few days earlier), although perhaps giving her a few husband-
free days was gift enough!   Late morning we farewelled Happy Dayze as they headed north to 
Qld and then spent some time relaxing while deciding where to spend our final night on the 
river. We were so relaxed that making a decision was too big a task, so we decided to stay put 
for the night. 
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Thursday 

 
The early risers awoke to find our little corner of the world 
shrouded in thick fog but luckily it soon burned away to 
reveal another beautiful blue sky and warm sunshine. After 
farewelling our gracious host, we motored back to the ramp 
at Brushgrove to begin the inevitable trip that marked the end 
of our very enjoyable time on the Clarence.  
 
 
 
 
 

The four remaining boats travelled as far as Coffs 
Harbour where we set up camp at the Dawson River 
Tourist Park.  Another communal BBQ dinner was 
held in the camp kitchen nearby, and a few drinks 
were consumed while the problems of the world 
were discussed and solved with lively conversation 
and robust debate. 
 
Friday 
 
We shared our final breakfast together on Friday 
morning before each of us hit the highway into the 
rain which had been drenching Sydney for the past day or so. Many thanks to our first couple, 
Jenny and Phil, for organising a great ‘long’ weekend and our local guide, Greg Haines for 
leading the way for us. The weather was kind to us, the company was most enjoyable and, as 
usual, the NSW Whittley Club was represented proudly by its members. 
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See you soon 
Lea De Angelis 
(Knot So Li’l) 
 
 
Photos Courtesy of various club members 
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BAD NEWS STORY 

Yamba Event 
How good / how sad 
 
 
I was once told that with boating “for every positive, there is a negative”. The October long 

week-end was just so fabulous (refer Lea’s report) from secure parking for cars and trailers at a 

Cowper property to a great week of weather - all positive! positive!. 
 
The negative unfortunately for Roger and Athena was damage to the port side rear bumper on 
their Landcruiser with the bumper plastic badly torn and brackets bent resulting in the need of 
a full bumper replacement of approximately $ 1000.00 or so. 
 
The damage was done in the parking lot it seems. Fortunately it was discovered when retrieving 
the boat - the trailer badly bottomed out on the ramp as the suspension air bag on that side 
being damaged and deflated (due to rupturing of the filler tube) which caused that side of the 
trailer to sag down. Had this not have been discovered and we started towing at 90 to 110 
kilometres the end result could have been catastrophic (according to suspension specialist). 
 
Despite the discussion with those heading back to Sydney with us, nobody could definitely 
identify how the mishap had occurred. Perhaps other activities on the property might provide 
the answer or an accidental bump from another trailer that went unnoticed? 
 
If any of the others on the trip noticed anything with their cars or trailers out of the ordinary or 
saw anything unusual in the paddock, would appreciate hearing about it. 
 
It may be a timely warning of advice to Club members that a trailer does not follow the line of a 
turning vehicle, as we all know it will cut the corner. In the haste, urgency, frustrations, not 
wanting to hold up others, and a host of other outside distractions at a ramp it is extremely 
easy to overlook this factor, we only need to look at the tyre and/or rim scuffs on all our trailer 
wheels. 
 

Safe boating and towing from the good ship “Athena” 

 
Rog Gregson 
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NEW WHITTLEY OWNERS FACEBOOK GROUP 

From: Alan Whittley [mailto:Alan@whittley.com.au]  

Sent: Friday, 6 July 2018 8:25 AM 

To: leegary1@bigpond.com; raymaxmantle@hotmail.com; mim.garth@bigpond.com 

Cc: Neville Whittley <Neville@whittley.com.au> 

Subject: Whittley owners ground Facebook. 

  

Hi Guys, 

 Hope that you are well. 

 I have created a Facebook page for Whittley Boat Owners, please see below link to 

open and review; 

 https://m.facebook.com/groups/330447740743555?ref=bookmarks 

 It’s designed as a place where customers can provide hints, sell items, talk about thier 

boats as well as discuss boating destinations. 

 The page only works if we keep everyone active, so I’d love to see if this could be 

passed onto all members in a newsletter or something to encourage members to post 

images and keep talking and using the page to show off the unique and fun lifestyle that 

a Whittley offers. 

 If you could please come back to me if this is okay to go in a newsletter and encourage 

everyone to use that would be great. 

 Thank you again and look forward to hearing back from you all. 

 Kind Regards & Best Wishes 

  

Alan Whittley 

Sales & Marketing Director  

WHITTLEY MARINE 

  

 
 

mailto:Alan@whittley.com.au
mailto:leegary1@bigpond.com
mailto:raymaxmantle@hotmail.com
mailto:mim.garth@bigpond.com
mailto:Neville@whittley.com.au
https://m.facebook.com/groups/330447740743555?ref=bookmarks
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GETTING THE BEST OUT OF YOUR TRIM TABS! 

OR 

THE BEST FROM YOUR BOAT! 

NOTE: please be aware that hull shape and boat size are not all the same, but generally each boat will 

react in similar fashion, however fine tuning may be necessary from the timing given in this article to 

suit your pride and joy. 

Before launching your Whittley check that each trim tab raises and lowers to their extremity and then 

raise and lower them together. Leave them in the raised position for launching. 

SUMMARY: SEQUENCE OF OPERATION (after launching and getting underway) 

 . 1 Be sure the leg is fully down. 

 . 2 Lower trim tabs down. 

 . 3 Gradually increase revs to about 2000rpm. 

. 4 Forcefully increase revs to 3500 to 4000rpm and as the boat stern lifts out of the hole, slowly     

lower revs to around 3200rpm. 

. 5 Lift both trim tabs together 3 x ½ second bursts OR 1-2second bursts until boat is running 

smoothly and the bow is not greatly elevated. 

. 6 Lift the leg 1-2seconds bursts and you should notice the revs slowly increasing (this is 

referred to as the sweet spot) ideally retain the speed to about 3000 to 3500rpm. 

Note: If the bow starts to porpoise, lower the leg slightly and/or lower the trim tabs slightly and this will 

lower the bow. 

THE SWEET SPOT 

The sweet spot is when the planing hull reaches its most efficient, comfortable, manageable, economical 

cruising point with less engine stress. Increasing or decreasing the speed will alter most if not all of these 

benefits for the worse. Note: head wind or water surface conditions may necessitate adjustments to 

these settings, or even cruising off the plane. 

Remember safety first and adjust your boat speed to suit the conditions. 

TRIM TAB EFFECTS 

A simple, quick touch of a tab will bring your boat back onto the correct trim angle (forward/aft and 

port/starboard). Trimmed correctly your boat will offer a softer, more comfortable ride, improved 

planing , better fuel economy, improved speed, safe handling  and overall improved boat performance. 

HOW DO I USE MY TRIM TABS? 

Getting the best from your trim tabs is to operate them in short half-second bursts and wait for the boat 

to react. Operating your trim tabs in this manner will avoid over-trimming . 

When trimmed correctly, the bow spray is further forward, wake is reduced, the rooster tail is smaller 

and is further behind the boat. The motor will have an unstressed purr sound and the RPM will gradually 

increase. 

If the port side is high a quick touch to the right side down button will even the boat, likewise if the 

starboard is high a quick touch of the left side down button will level the boat, wind and chop direction 

can cause your boat to heel to port/starboard.  
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As the throttle is advanced , the stern of the boat begins to squat and the bow lifts. If the trim tabs are 

NOT down , then as you accelerate push the bow down with short bursts  of both trim down buttons. 

Your boat will react by the stern lifting, the bow lowering, speed increasing and the motor labouring less. 

CHOPPY HEAD SEAS 

The most comfortable ride when running into a head sea is with the bow down to bring the “V” of the 

hull in contact with the waves rather than having the waves pound the hull. 

FOLLOWING SEAS 

For the best manoeuvrability and maximum steering control both trim tabs should be fully raised and 

the leg fully down, this will help prevent the stern being thrust from side to side by waves, wind and 

tidal currents. A natural occurrence is for the stern to be lifted by the following sea, the bow will drop 

and speed will increase. NOTE: it is advisable NOT to try and outrun a stern wave as if the trim and leg 

geometry is not correct there is a high likely-hood of your boat broaching. 

REVERSING YOUR BOAT 

Fully raise the trim tabs and fully lower the leg, if tabs are left down they will affect reverse steering. 

Before reversing select neutral turn steer to where you wish to go then select reverse gear. NOTE: if you 

select reverse before you select the steer position your boat may not steer as you want! 

 

It is hoped this article helps you enjoy your Whittley with more confidence. 

From another proud Whittley. 

 

Rog Gregson 
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            AGM  2018 

 
Attached are details for the AGM on the 10th Novenber 2018. 
 
It is your choice as to whether you go into the marina on the Friday night, 
many members will be staying out in a bay on the first night. Details as to 
where we will meet on the Friday will be sent out as we get closer to the date. 
 
Looking forward to catching up. 
 
Cheers 
Maxine 
Secretary  
Whittley Club NSW Inc 
raymaxmantle@hotmail.com 
 Ph   0419 015 092 

 
 

AGM AKUNA BAY 10TH November 2018 

 

Well here we are again where has the year gone. 

Our Annual General Meeting will be held on the 10th November 2018 at d’Albora 

Marina Akuna Bay. 

The meeting as always will be held in the meeting room supplied to us at no 

charge by the Marina. 

Marina berths are available from Friday 9th to Sunday 11th at $60.00         

per boat per night. Can you please let me know of your intentions for catering, 

also please contact d’Albora Marina direct to secure your berth. 

mailto:raymaxmantle@hotmail.com
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Phone 9486 3000 or email akuna@dalboramarinas.com.au 

Meeting will starts at 2pm. 

This year again will be catered by the club at no charge to you, all you need to 

bring is a chair and your drinks. 

Nomination form have been sent out to all members for you to either nominate 

a member or yourself as a committee person, these forms need to be returned 

to me by the 24th October 2018 as I need to contact all who have been 

nominated. 

 

Looking forward to catching up with you all. 

Maxine  

Secretary  

Whittley Club NSW Inc 

raymaxmantle@hotmail.com 

 
 
 
 
Please find attached your nomination forms for your new committee for 2019. 
 
You can Nominate yourself or a member for any position. 
 
Please return these back to me by the 24th October 2018. 
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NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICE-BEARERS OF THE WHITTLEY CLUB NSW inc To be emailed to 

raymaxmantle@hotmail.com or posted to Maxine Mantle  Unit 169/25 Mulloway Rd CHAIN VALLEY 

BAY NSW 2259 BY 24TH OCTOBER 2018 

 

1)   Nominations are now being called: for the positions of office-bearers of the Whittley club NSW and 

as ordinary committee members for the AGM to be held on 10th November 2018, for the ensuing year 

2018-2019.  

 The positions are as follows: 4 Office bearers -   all must be financial members 

Please place the member’s name of your choice next to each office bearer. ALL POSITIONS WILL BE 

VOTED ON INDIVIDUALLY. YOU CAN NOMINATE A MEMBER  or YOURSELF FOR MORE THAN ONE 

POSITION.  

 

PRESIDENT:____ ______________________________________ 

  

COMMODORE:__ _________________________________________ 

  

SECRETARY:__ _________________________________________ 

  

TREASURER:___ __________________________________________ 

3 committee members: -  Please place the members name of your choice next to each committee 

position. 

COMMITTEE: 

 __________________________________________________________________  

COMMITTEE: 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

NEWSLETTER/COMMITTEE:     

____________________________________________________________________ 

NOMINATIONS FOR OFFIC1.doc 

mailto:raymaxmantle@hotmail.com
file:///C:/Users/Greg%20and%20Al/Desktop/NOMINATIONS%20FOR%20OFFIC1.doc
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 (b)  Nominations for the positions above to be sent to the secretary of the club at least 14 days 

(BY 24TH OCTOBER 2018) Before the date fixed for the holding of the annual general meeting at which 

the elections are to be held. 

.  

(2)  The secretary will confirm that any-one nominated for a position is willing to accept the above 

nominations. 

If insufficient nominations are received to fill all vacancies on the committee, the candidates nominated 

are taken to be elected and further nominations are to be received at the annual general meeting. 

(3)  If insufficient further nominations are received, any vacant positions remaining on the committee 

are taken to be casual vacancies. 

(4)  If the number of nominations received is equal to the number of vacancies to be filled, the persons 

nominated are taken to be elected. 

(5)  If the number of nominations received exceeds the number of vacancies to be filled, a ballot is to be 

held. 

 

(6)  The ballot for the election of office-bearers and ordinary committee members of the committee is to 

be conducted at the annual general meeting in such usual and proper manner as the committee may 

direct. 

 

(7)  A person nominated as a candidate for election as an office-bearer or as an ordinary committee 

member of the club must be a full member of the club. 
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FOR SALE/WANTED 
 
A SECTION OF THE NEWSLETTER FOR MEMBERS TO MAKE SURE THEIR UNDER 
UTILISED EQUIPMENT FINDS A GOOD HOME. 
 
(slightly more serious contributions will also be welcomed by the editor) 
 
 

Presidential robes for sale, 
 
(purchaser must accept role of new president) 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

CAPTAIN Quotation 

DIDUNO  

In the 200 years following 1580, magnetic variation in 

London moved a full 30o to the west !! 
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FAREWELL MR. PRESIDENT 
(courtesy of Rog Gregson) 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

           
  

The Boys Club 

Sparksie has a 
little lamb, 

little lamb, little 
lamb  

 

and  

doesn’t even have a 
smile on his face!!!!!!! 

 

SPARKSIE’S 

gaggle of award 

winning new 

born ducklings! 

 

Could this be the 

unwilling drake 

found hanging 

about at the 

AGM? 
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